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Advanced PHP IDE, editor and FTP client Ribbon-like GUI with Visual themes Side-by-side editing mode
Configurable working environment Drag and drop files Drag and drop files to different directories Side-by-side
editing of files Ribbon GUI with tabs Visual themes Full-screen and Multi-monitor mode Convert browser, FTP

client and DirectEdit to direct FTP Test your code Contextual syntax suggestions Auto format HTML, CSS,
jQuery, MooTools, and SQL JavaScript snippet preview Direct support of PHP, HTML, CSS, JavaScript Automatic
code format and syntax highlighting Support for built-in PHP debugger Preview and valid HTML code Preview

and valid CSS code Preview and valid JavaScript code Code folding, code folding Working on different files
Choose between Minimize and Close Lines, blocks, semicolons and codes Line number Visual CSS code

inspector Inline CSS code inspector Customize appearance of code Code color Word wrap Code fonts Identifier
color Comment color Semicolon color Direct operation on HTML, CSS and JavaScript code Automatic html

normalization Automatic xml normalization Edit identifiers properties Edit properties of any HTML attribute
Edit properties of any CSS property Edit properties of any JavaScript property Generate CSS-like shortcuts

Generate CSS-like shortcuts Generate HTML tags Delete lines from HTML file Generate HTML tags Generate
CSS tags Set and remove breakpoints Debug code PHP code debugger JavaScript code debugger HTML code
debugger CSS code debugger Annotate code Read, edit and write files PHP code file CSS code file JavaScript

code file SQL code file Inline FTP client Convert browser, FTP client and DirectEdit to direct FTP Automatic FTP
client conversion Automatic FTP client conversion Automatic FTP client conversion FTP client with integrated
FTP Explorer FTP Explorer Script console FTP Put File FTP Get File FTP Attach File FTP Delete File b7e8fdf5c8
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TSW WebCoder 2013 Professional offers a smart and fast editor with a lot of powerful features for
managing/editing PHP, HTML, CSS and JavaScript code, right from the code in-place editing. You can use many
shortcut keys to quickly access common tasks, have a look at contextual code suggestions, insert shortcode,
validate HTML and CSS code in real time, and work with PHP settings and code templates. TSW WebCoder
2013 Professional can handle large files, as it comes with code folding, line numbers, tabbed browsing for
multiple files, a powerful file browser, FTP client, code snippets, built-in web previewer. Are you a web
designer or developer looking to learn/use PHP? TSW WebCoder 2013 Professional: Powerful IDE + Editor +
FTP Client for PHP Key Features: * Smart and fast editor with contextual code suggestions, code snippets,
code folding, shortcut keys, preview mode, FTP client * Web-based code editor with code assistance, in-place
editing, file browser, code folding, line numbers, tabbed browsing for multiple files, multiple editing windows
with control over tab order, quick changes (undo/redo), custom shortcuts, FTP client, built-in previewer for
HTML, CSS and Javascript * Fast and smart PHP editor with code assistance, live format validation, code
folding, shortcut keys, code snippets, build-in code formatter (PHP, HTML, JavaScript, CSS), block selections,
code folding, code validation, code inspection * Advanced HTML/CSS editor with in-place editing, code assist,
snippets, live format validation, block selection, and a quick styles panel with CSS code formatter (PHP, HTML,
JavaScript, CSS) * Metaprogramming framework * Syntax coloring and word-wrap for CSS, HTML, and
JavaScript editors * Code completion, macro-like recording and playback with live validation * Source code
inspector for HTML, CSS and JavaScript * Code assist and validation for HTML, CSS and JavaScript * FTP client
for file management * Built-in web previewer for HTML and CSS * Multi-language support, with options to
enable/disable language specific features (Scheduler, Progress Monitor, AutoSave, QuickEdit, etc.) * Select
language (html, php, css, c#, java, python, javascript, etc.) from the main window with options to
enable/disable language specific features (Scheduler, Progress

What's New in the TSW WebCoder 2013 Professional?

Step in to the TSW WebCoder 2013 and get excited. With the latest release, you will discover a powerful and
reliable coding environment. TSW WebCoder 2013 makes coding a joy and professional with its multi-
language support, a very well-organized environment with many important functions and lots of useful
features. One of the interesting features is the drag and drop of files in Visual Studio, which is very convenient
for quick coding and editing files. TSW WebCoder 2013 has integrated a full HTML Editor and a JavaScript
editor. It supports many PHP syntax versions, allows you to set breakpoints, as well as examine and edit
variables and expressions and other PHP functionality. TSW WebCoder 2013 offers you an additional full-
featured WYSIWYG WML Editor for creating web pages, an FTP Client, and provides a File Manager for all your
files. Moreover, with the FTP Client in TSW WebCoder 2013, you can work with files directly from your
computer and from web servers. You can also manage or sort files and folders in your local directory,
download them to your computer, upload them back to remote servers, browse your local directories and FTP
servers, and delete them directly on your local directory. Additional features include Integration with the
Visual Studio Server Explorer, HTML and JavaScript debugging, PHP code validation, HTML and CSS formatting
and coding in TSW WebCoder 2013, Code Snippets, Code completion, strong support for SQL and jQuery and
many more. TSW WebCoder 2013 Professional Reviews by David, about 3 years ago Excellent programming
tool. "Zaproxy" by the author of TSW WebCoder, is a free webapp to monitor the websites your audience are
visiting. Tha... Excellent programming tool. "Zaproxy" by the author of TSW WebCoder, is a free webapp to
monitor the websites your audience are visiting. That's something very much needed, it's easy to setup,
works well and it's fast. It really worth its $14.95. More Info: Excellent programming tool. "Zaproxy" by the
author of TSW WebCoder, is a free webapp to monitor the websites your audience are visiting. That's
something very much needed, it's easy to setup, works well and it's fast. It really worth its $14.95. More Info:
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System Requirements For TSW WebCoder 2013 Professional:

Since you need an internet connection to install, make sure your internet speed is not too low. If your internet
speed is too low, we recommend downloading the game manually rather than using the auto installer.
Downloading the game manually is easier to check if the game is working correctly. You also need to make
sure your computer is compatible with the game. We recommend downloading and installing the game to a
secondary drive to make sure your computer is compatible with the game, as you do not want to delete
anything on your main computer. Installation Instructions: To install the
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